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Abstract— Sentiment analysis is the interpretation and 

classification of emotions (positive, negative and neutral) 

within text data using text analysis techniques. It is one of 

the most basic techniques in Natural Language Processing 

to analyze the emotions and sentiments behind a specific 

piece of text. In recent years, the act of terrorism has 

increased across many social media platforms. These 

platforms include Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, telegram 

etc. To tackle these outraging accounts and counter these 

users, the model presented in this paper was developed. In 

this paper, I will be using the concept of sentimental 

analysis to review tweets by numerous users provided on 

twitter and accurately predict which user is making a 

terrorism related tweet and which not.  
 

Introduction  

In the current technological era, we have numerous tools on our 

disposal to make society a better place. [1]A study of twitter 

tweets regarding COVID Vaccine helped highlights Twitter's 

healthcare news, views, and criticism. Negative feelings 

dominated the epidemic, emphasizing the significance of 

mental health public health communication. The author used 

sentimental analysis, a method to stand as a crucial tool in 

decoding user sentiments and public opinions across digital 

platforms. The ULMFiT technique, which is available in the 

fastai Python module, employed the AWD-LSTM model to 

train and fine-tune our classifier that achieved 76.30 percent 

accuracy. [2]Scholars and professionals leverage cutting-edge 

technologies, including natural language processing and 

machine learning, to extract insights from textual data. An 

overview of a sentiment analysis pipeline is provided, 

encompassing data cleaning, model training, and application to 

diverse datasets. 

Some papers used ULMFit model for sentiment analysis on 

twitter data. One paper did sentimental analysis of [3]US 

airlines tweets, the paper introduces a new method that 

combines ULMFiT with SVM [4]to improve sentiment 

detection accuracy. The model performs exceptionally well on 

various datasets, including achieving 99.78% accuracy on the 

Twitter US Airlines dataset.The ULMFit-SVM model 

demonstrates significant performance improvement and 

potential for enhancing sentiment analysis. In another paper, 

[5]the study investigates how well pre-trained language models 

perform in classifying Dutch book reviews. The research 

explores the impact of different training set sizes (ranging from 

100 to 1600 items) on sentiment classification using ULMFiT 

and Support Vector Machines (SVM). ULMFiT is a superior 

model compared to SVM, showing better performance across 

different training set sizes. It achieves around 90% accuracy. 

 

So, one thing is clear, to use ULMFit for tokenization and 

sentimental analysis and SVM model for training the data for 

high accuracy. 

However, on doing more research, we found out that there are 

better models than ULMFit. [6]With the capability of modeling 

bidirectional contexts, denoising autoencoding based 

pretraining like BERT achieves better performance than 

pretraining approaches based on autoregressive language 

modeling. However, relying on corrupting the input with 

masks, BERT neglects dependency between the masked 

positions and suffers from a pretrain-finetune discrepancy. 

Considering these pros and cons, we propose XLNet, a 

generalized autoregressive pretraining method that  enables 

learning bidirectional contexts by maximizing the expected 

likelihood over all permutations of the factorization order and 

overcomes the limitations of BERT thanks to its autoregressive 

formulation. Furthermore, XLNet integrates ideas from 

Transformer-XL, the state-of-the-art autoregressive model, into 

pretraining. Empirically, under comparable experiment setting, 

XLNet outperforms BERT on 20 tasks, often by a large margin, 

including question answering, natural language inference, 

sentiment analysis, and document ranking. 

 

So, another paper discusses COVID 19 vaccine sentiment using 

XLNet model. [7]The XLNet model was able to correctly 

classify 85% of  the  positive  tweets  and  92%  of  the  negative  

tweets. 

 

The purpose of this paper is to perform a sentiment analysis of 

tweets available related to terrorism and to get the best result, 

we will use XLNet as it outperforms ULMFit or any other 

available transfer learning model. This was proved by research 

done on multiple models.[8] Target classification schemes are 

built by mapping related open data in a semi-controlled manner. 

Target classes are built from the bottom up by DBpedia. For the 

experiments are used modifications of methods BERT, XLNet, 

Glove and ULMfit with pre-trained models for English. Two 

simple models with perceptron architecture are used as the 

baseline. The results show that the best performance for multi-

label classification of DBpedia companies abstracts is achieved 

by XLnet models, even for unbalanced classes. 
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Hence, using XLNet for tokenization and SVM for training to 

achieve results. 

 

Architecture: 

 

 
Picture 1 

Dataset: 

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/shaileshkankarej2001/datase

t-of-terrorism-and-anti-terrorism-tweets  

The above dataset has tweets in English along with label for 

identification. This dataset is used in our research. 

Methodology: 

1. Introduction:  

A thorough method for sentiment analysis of tweet 

data is included in the suggested methodology[9], 

[10]. The first step involves loading the raw data from 

a CSV file into a Pandas DataFrame. To do this, we 

split  the data in two separate files, namely “Train.exe” 

and “Test.exe”. This was done to reduce the 

computation time and test data separately. The main 

goal of this process is to obtain an understanding of 

the sentiment that is expressed in the text.  

2. Data Cleaning:  

To guarantee the integrity of ensuing analyses, data 

cleaning is the first step. 'clean_text', a custom 

function, is defined to preprocess the tweet text by 

eliminating unwanted elements like user names, 

URLs, emojis, special characters, and hashtags. To 

maintain uniformity, all text is also converted to 

lowercase. This preprocessing is done simultaneously 

for training and testing dataset. Results are saved as 

“TrainClear.exe” and “TestClean.exe”. Saving the 

files to manage and confirm processing. 

3. Sentiment Analysis using XLNet: 

The cleaned data is then loaded into a new DataFrame,  

for sentiment analysis. The XLNet model ('xlnet-base-

cased') is employed for its proficiency in 

understanding contextual nuances,  Tokenizing using 

Pre-trained models. [6]XLNet is a generalized 

autoregressive pretraining method that enables 

learning bidirectional contexts by maximizing the 

expected likelihood over all permutations of the 

factorization order. A sentiment analysis function, 

'analyze_sentiment', is created to classify the 

sentiment of each tweet. Parallelization using the 

torch.multiprocessing module enhances efficiency. 

The sentiment labels are mapped to numerical values 

and appended as a new 'Sentiment' column. The 

resulting DataFrame is saved as “Training.exe” and 

“Testing.exe” 

4. Sentiment Classification using SVM: 

The final step focuses on sentiment classification 

using a Support Vector Machine (SVM). ‘XLNet-

base-cased’ model is loaded along with Training data 

and testing data. The two factors made are ‘X_train’, 

‘Y_train’ for “Training.exe” and ‘X_test’, ‘Y_test’ for 

“Testing.exe”.  TF-IDF vectorization is applied to 

convert the tweet text into numerical features, 

facilitating the subsequent training of an SVM model 

with a linear kernel. Predictions are generated on the 

test set, and the accuracy of the model is calculated. A 

comprehensive classification report is then presented, 

providing detailed insights into precision, recall, and 

F1-score metrics. 
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Result: 

 

Picture 2 

 

Picture 3 

 

Picture 4 

The classification model achieved an accuracy of 

approximately 73.64% on the given dataset. Precision, a 

measure of the model's ability to correctly identify positive 

instances, is around 48.61%. Recall, indicating the model's 

ability to capture all relevant positive instances, stands at 

20.77%. The F1-score, which balances precision and recall, is 

at 29.10%. The classification report provides a detailed 

breakdown, showing that class 0 (non-terrorism) has higher 

precision, recall, and F1-score compared to class 1 (terrorism). 

The model's overall performance suggests a decent ability to 

distinguish between the two classes, but there is room for 

improvement, especially in identifying instances of terrorism. 

 

After train, we gave the model 2 strings, one positive and one negative 

to predict which one is Sensitive and which is not Sensitive 

Input1: 

 

Output1:  

 

Input2: 

 

Output2: 

 

Conclusion: 

This study explores the important topic of sensitive speech on 

social media, with an emphasis on finding and analysing tweets 

that are connected to terrorism. In a time when the amount of 

this kind of content has increased on social media sites like 

Twitter, building strong models is essential. First, we conducted 

a comprehensive review of sentiment analysis methods[11], 

which are essential for identifying the emotional undertone 

present in textual data.Our approach underwent a major 

paradigm shift with the introduction of the XLNet model, which 

showed better performance than traditional techniques such as 

ULMFiT[12]. By utilising its bidirectional context modelling, 

XLNet demonstrated its adaptability to a variety of tasks, 

including sentiment analysis, document ranking, natural 

language inference, and question answering. 

 

We employed a methodical approach that included data loading 

and cleaning, XLNet sentiment analysis, and Support Vector 
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Machine (SVM) classification. With an accuracy of roughly 

73.64%, the resulting model demonstrated its effectiveness in 

differentiating between tweets related to terrorism and those 

that were not. Precision, recall, and F1-score metrics were used 

to identify areas for improvement in the model, even though 

these results demonstrate its competence in identifying 

instances of terrorism. 

The empirical results provided information about the model's 

performance, highlighting its advantages and areas in need of 

improvement. The model demonstrated a noteworthy capacity 

to identify non-terrorism cases with increased accuracy, recall, 

and F1-score in contrast to cases involving terrorism. 

 

Random input string tests were performed to confirm the 

model's applicability and confirm that it has the ability to 

recognise sensitive speech. As a result, this study emphasises 

how important sophisticated models like XLNet are to solving 

the problem of sensitive speech on social media. Subsequent 

initiatives may entail more stringent training and wider 

implementation on various platforms in order to augment the 

model's effectiveness and promote a safer virtual environment. 

The ongoing fight against the spread of sensitive content in the 

digital sphere depends on these models continuing to evolve as 

technology advances. 
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